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FARM & HOME SCIENCE
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY BY THE UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Volume 6

March 1945

Number 1

Fertilizer Recommendations for 1945
Limited Supplies of Commercial Fertilizer Should Be Used Where They Will Give Best Result
By H. B. PETERSON and D. W. THORNE

T

HE value of comm rcial fertilizers in crop production is recognized by most Utah farmers. Conse,
quently ther i a rapidly increasing de'
mand for the e materials during these
times when farmers are under xtreme
pres ure to reach maximum production.
As a re ult of the increased demand
in thi and th r tates there i a h rt,
age of fertilizers again in th pring f
1945. Consequently it is recommended
that farmer buy their fertilizer n w
and tore it in a dry place. New brands
will appear and farmer will have to
ub titute some of thes for the familiar
brands. In order to aid in uch sub ti,
tutions, th following suggesti n ar
offered:
Types of Fertilizer

Nitrogen fertiliz rs:
Ammonium sulfate: Thi i th mo t
common nitrogen fertilizer u ed in
Utah. It contain about 20 to 23 per'
cent nitrogen (20-0,0). It i usually the
least expensive per pound of nitr en of
all nitrogen fertilizers.
Sodium nitrate: A good nitrogen fer'
tlizer for upper well drain d soils that
are free of alkali. Becau e it contains
appreciable amount of sodium it is not
recommended for us on h avier poorly
drained soil that may already contain
unfavorable amount of odium. It con'
tain about 16 percent nitrogen (16-0,
0). When the accompanying recom'
mendations are followed apply 125 Ibs.
of sodium nitrate for every 100 Ibs. of
20,0,0 recommended.
Ammonium nitrate: A good nitrogen

fertilizer but at time the physical con'
dition is pobr. The pure product con'
tains from 31,34 percent nitrogen.
Much of it is mixed with fine limestone to make a product containing 20
percent nitrogen. The price is u ually
rather high, but the fertilizer is equally
as valuable to plants a ammonium suifat. At full trength apply about 65
lbs. for ach r commended 100 lb . of
20,0-0.
Pho phate Fertilizer:
Treble superphosphate: This is the
tandard pho phate fertilizer produced
by the Anaconda Copper Company,
that has been mo t widely us d in Utah
in the pa t. Most of the fertilizer rec'
ommendation are ba ed n the u e of
thi product. It contains 43 percent
available pho phoric acid (0,43,0).
Single superphosphate: There wiil
not be uflicient tre Ie uperpho phat
in Utah thi year to meet the need. A
new fertilizer company at Pocatello will
produce a fertilizer c ntaining 1 percent available phosphoric acid (0,1 '0).
This i equally a good a other phos,
phate ba ed on qual pound of ph sphate, but th co t p r pound of pho '
phate will probably be lightly higher
than the tr ble superphosphate. Thi
mat rial i not granular. Where 100 lb .
of 0,43-0 i recommend d, substitute
about 200 pounds of the 0,1 ,0 (SimpI t Soil,Build r uperpho phate).
Ground rock phosphate: Each year
some ground rock phosphate is pro'
duc d in th tat
r shipped in. Do
not buy this product. It does not help

plants in Utah oils. Money inve ted
in ground rock pho phate i wa ted.
Mixed Fertilizers:
There will probably b a rather large
variety of mixed fertilizer in the state.
The price for some of them will be
higher than of the single fertilizer
bought separately. Study the guaran'
teed analy i on the ba and compute
the co t per pound of plant food befor
you buy.
The following quivalent mixture
will be helpful in making ubstitution
in th fertilizer r commendations:
6,30,0: A mixture of 30 lb . of am '
monium ulfate and 70 lb . of tre Ie
uperpho phate can be ub tituted for
each 100 lb . of 6,30,0. ub titute about
100 lb . of 11,4 ,0 for each 200 lbs. of
6, 30-0. Sub titute 200 Ibs. of 4- 16-0 for
each 100 Ibs. of 6-3U-U.
10-20-0: A mixtur of 50 lb . of am '
monium ulfate and 50 lb . of treble
uperpho phate can b ub titut d for
ach 100 lbs. of 10-20-0. ub titute 100
Ib . of 16-20-0 for each 100 lb . of 1020-0 to give lightly more nitrogen and
the am phosphate per acre.
16-20-0 and 11-4 -0 ar ammoniat€d
pho phates shipped from Canada. They
are granular, free from du t, and pleasant to handle.
Member of the Sections of Agron omy, Horticulture, and Veg table Cr p
of the Utah Agricultural Experiment
tation and the Ext nsion S rvice ha e
been con ulted in making the follow ing tabulat d recommendation :
(Continued on page 15)

(Center) Dr. W. Preston
Thomas has been head of
the Section of Agricultural.
Economics since 1928. He
is an outstanding authority
on farmer cooperative marketing associations and has been instrumental in the organization of a number of the more
important ones in the state. Dr. Thomas is a native of Utah receiving his advanced training
at Cornell. (Left center) Dr. George T. Blanch is also a product of Utah State and Cornell.
He has been connected with the agricultural economics section ince 1934. He has the rating
of research associate professor. He is interested in problems of farm management. (Right
center) Harold H. Cutler, research associate professor, pends most of his time in teaching. He
has done work on farm mortgage debt and other economic problems. He has taken advanced training at Iowa State College. He also joined
the staff in 1934. (Left end) Dee A. Broadbent, research assistant professor, is a product of Utah State and the University of Illinois. He
was raised on a ranch and is interested in the economic problems of livestock production. He has an article in this issue on the economic
phases of turkey production. (Right end) G. Alvin Carpenter, extension economist, ha charge of the farm labor problem in the state during
the war emergency. He also is a graduate of Utah State and took his masters degree at the University of California

Section of Agricultural Economics

T

HE Section of Agricultural Eco,
nomics has the assignment of
stuqying and analyz.ing the economic
problems involved in producing and
marketing agricultural products. The
demand by farmers for information and
services from this section has greatly
increased during the past 20 years.
This has resulted from (1) More com'
plex problems of agricultural produc,
tion and distribution; (2) Increased and
more complex interrelationships be'
tween agriculture and industry' and (3)
The effects of war, particularly booms
and depressions. Each of these factors
has tended to force adjustments in the
farmer's business operations and also in
his manner of living. Satisfactory and
economically sound adjustments have
depended on sound economic informa'
tion. It has been the responsibility of
the section to obtain the necessary in'
formation and make it available to
farmers and farmers' organiz.ations.
The first investigations of the eco'
nomic phases of agriculture placed em'
phasis on the analysis of efficiency in
operating the farm business. However,
in the depression period following
Wodd War I there developed keen
competition with other producing areas.
This led to requests for information not
only on the efficiency of farm operation
but also on the type of agricultural pro'
duction that should be carried on in
various areas of the state. To provide
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information on these question, county
and area studies were made. Such in'
vestigations began with a state,wide
analysis of the type of farming most
suited for each area. This was followed
by an analysis of the economy of sev,
eral counties and local areas. Also
studies were made of the cost of pro'
ducing apples, chickens and eggs, tur'
keys, sheep, beef cattle, butterfat, and
dry farm wheat.
The depression following in the wake
of War I brought problems of agricul,
tural prices and credit into the fore'
ground. Price investigations followed.
This included a study of the relation'
ship of prices received for many agri,
cultural products in Utah compared to
prices in other areas and to the relative
prices paid for consumptive goods. Land
values and mortgage debts and the
problems of providing adequate credit
and credit facilities were given attention
during this period.
The resources available for studying
marketing problems have been limited.
The major pro lems studied are those
involved in the marketing of dairy
products and fruit and vegetables.
Studies have also been made of the
operation of a number of cooperative
marketing assoclatIOns to determine
their fficiency. Al 0 a great deal of
assistance has been given individual
marketing organiz.ations in meeting par'

ticular probl ms regarding organiz.ation,
policies, and operating efficiency.
To meet increased demands for food
during the World War II period
Utah's capacity to produce food was
tudied in cooperation with other sec'
tions and agencies and reports sent to
Washington for the years 1942, 1943,
1944 and 1945 and were used as the
bases for determining agricultural pro'
duction goals for Utah. Two major
studies on post,war agricultural adjust,
ments have been made. The first in'
vestigation conducted was a study of
the agriculture of the Wasatch Front
Area where considerable changes in the
economy of the area had taken place
as a result of defense plant operations.
The second study had to do with ad,
justment in Utah s agricultural produc,
tion during the post,war period.
Outlook reports for agriculture have
been issued to the farmers of the state
each year. Such services include reports
and surveys on prices and demand for
agricultural products the outlook for
the production and prices of various
crops, livestock and livestock products,
and the livestock feed situation.
In addition to the investigations con'
ducted and other services rendered
farmers and farmer ' organiz.ations, th~
Section of Agricultural Economics ha
provided special report and statistical
information to various department on
the campus and to individual producer.
Farm and Home Science

Turkey Production Becoming Major Farm Indu~try in Utah
Economic Study of Industry Shows Cost of Feed, Mortality and High Market Grade Important Factors in Determining Profits
By DEE A. BROADBENT

F

ARMERS in the state of Utah
produced for market in 1943,
1,336,000 turkeys and sold 998,000 of
them for $5,990,000. The value of the
turkey crop raised from 1943 broodings
was about eight million dollars, or equal
to approximately 7Yz percent of the total
cash farm income for the year. The
number of turkeys produced in 1943
was almost six times that produced in
the five years preceding 1936 and the
value of the crop was more than fifteen
times that of the average crop from
1929 to 1935.
The value of the 1943 turkey crop
was equal to the wool crop, exceeded
the income from the sale of hogs, was
about one million dollars less than the
income from eggs. The total income
from turkeys, chickens, and eggs was
seventeen million dollars or within two
million dollars of the cash income from
the sheep industry.
The 22 million pounds of turkey meat
produced in 1943 would provide almost
forty pounds per capita for Utah's pop'
ulation or two pounds for each service
man now engaged in the armed forces
of our country. Utah is producing more
pounds of turkey meat per capita than
any other state in the Union and a can'
siderable proportion of this food is be'
ing used by our military forces.
The rapid development of this enter'
prise to one of major importance in the
state has led to demands for informa,
tion relative to costs of production, in'
come, production practices, mortality,
and other factors which influence the
efficiency of production and the returns

from commercial turkey production.
The Section of Agricultural Economics
of the Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station undertook a study of economic
factors influencing the returns from the
production of turkeys in 1942. A pre'
liminary report has already been pub,
lished by the Experiment Station and
a final report of this study is now bt!ing
prepared.
Profits and Cost of Production

In 1942, the year for which the study
of turkey production was made, the
average profit per turkey raised was
$1.66 pe.r bird. This was based on the
analysis of 68 flocks with 200,000 tur'
keys. Using current prices for turkeys
and current costs applied to 1942 inputs
of labor, feed, poults, and other items,
the average profit per turkey raised this
year will likely be about one,third to
one,half the profit of 1942.
According to results of the Station
study, the cost of producing a turkey
in Utah in 1942 was $ 3.92· consisting
of $2.27 for feed, 86 cents for poults,
40 cents for labor, 17 cents for equip'
ment and improvements, 12 cents for
interest, and
cents for mi cellaneous
items. Thus feed consists of almost 60
percent of the cost of producing tur'
keys, poults 20 percent, labor 10 per'
cent, and all other items 10 percent.
According to the 1942 study 112
Part of one of the large turkey flocks
in Sanpete County

pounds of feed were required to pro'
duce a turkey, 58 pounds of scratch or
grain, 52 pounds of mash which is
made up largely of grain, and 2 pounds
of other feeds. The cost per hundred,
weight of grain was $1.59, the mash
average was $2.50 per hundredweight,
and all feed was $2.01 per 100 pounds.
Present farm prices for grain are about
$2 .35 per hundredweight and $3.50 for
mash which represents a 40 to 50 per'
cent increase in the cost of feed needed
for turkey production, with relatively
little increase in price paid for turkeys.
This difference is largely a reduction in
producer' profit .
In 1942 the average number of tur'
keys raised per flock was 2,757 with an
average labor requirement of 1.3 hour
per bird. Most of the labor was done
by the operator and members of his
family. The rate of pay then was only
thirty cents per hour, but comparable
labor costs today including camp sup'
plies, are sixty cents per hour.
The average poults purchased in 1942
cost the producer 64 cents each, the
started poults varied from 75 cents to
$1.35, depending on the age of deliv,
ery and other factors; and day,old
poults ranged from 40 to 60 cent each.
The cost for poults per turkey raised
was 86 cents. This difference of 22
cents per poult is the cost of the birds
that died between brooding and market
tim which must be borne by the bird
raised to maturity.
Ina much a rna t of the producers
purchased most of th e f ed fed to the
turkeys, it is apparent that most of the
co ts of production ar ea h,nut,of,
( onlillued on page 12)
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FARM AND HOME SCIENCE
Published Quarterly by the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station
Logan, Utah
R. H. WALKER, Director
GLADYS L. HARRISON, Editor
Address correspondence regarding material
appearing in these columns either to the editor
or to the author.
More detailed information on the subjects
discussed here can often be found in Station
bulletins and circulars or may be had through
correspondence.
CoJlege erie no. 700

AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENTATION AND THE
SCIENTIFIC METHOD

N

EW scientific developments have
frequently been attributed to
chance or accident, and they have often
been associated with mysticism or magic.
Admittedly a few important discoveries
have resulted through some accident or
other. The great majority of the new
developments in modern science, however, are the result of intelligent, painstaking, and consistent application of
scientific knowledge to the problem being investigated.
In agricultural cience and experimentation the scientific method is rigidly followed. Experiments are conducted
under rigid control and in such a maJlner as to avoid personal bias in interpreting the results. Many tests are conducted and experiments are repeated
before conclusions are drawn. All this
lends confidence in the results and gives
assurance of the value of new developments.
In the development of new plant varieties, for example, thousands of individual plants and their offspring are
studied and tested in the primary trials.
Only the most promising ones are carried through for final testing, which is
done in several localities in the state and
frequently in several other states. The
tests are also conducted over a period
of years as a check against varying climatic conditions.
Experience has shown that 6 to 10
years may elapse between the beginning
of a plant breeding program aJld the
releasing of an improved and tested new
variety. This is not far different than
the time required for the average industrial development which is about seven
years from the idea or invention stage
to its practical application. Industrial
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RED-WATER DISEASE OF DAIRY CATTLE CAUSED
BY LACK OF PHOSPHORUS IN RATION
By C. W. RIGGS

T

HERE i a "red,water' or post'
calving hemoglobinemia of dairy
cattle commonly noted in western area,
e pecially Utah and Idaho, which is
as ociated with maintaining dairy herds
on a ration of alfalfa and beet pulp. Be'
cau e of the severity of the symptom of
this condition ca es are often given up a
lost and allowed to die or are killed un'
treated. Dr. D . E. M ad en, former head
of the Veterinary D partment of the
Utah Station, and Harold M . Niel en,
re earch assistant profe or of veteri,
nary cience, have published everal
article in technical journals on thi con'
dition a a result of re earch which they
have conducted. In the e articles they
point out th
symptoms probable
cau e, prevention and treatment of thi
type of hemoglobinemia and have
shown that a high percentage of cases
recover following proper treatment.
Usually appearing within 14 days to
6 week after calving, the trouble i
characterized by complete 10 s of appe'
tite, palene s of the extremities, extreme
weakne ,rapid pulse, cant feces, and
the appearanc of wine,colored urine.
Ears and tail tip may freeze during
cold weather becau e of lack of proper
circulation. A few ca e will recover,
but mo t untreated ca
di within a
few days after ymptom are noted.
Mad en and Ni lsen were able to
show that this condition was a ociat d

•
leaders have emphasized the importance
of taking a long-range viewpoint toward
research. Such a viewpoint is equally
important in agricultural research.

•

ANOTHER MILESTONE

A

N 0 THE R milestone has been
reached in the publication of Farm
& Home Science. This issue begins the
sixth year. In this time the publication
has made a unique place for itself among
Station publications. It brings to the
farmer and others working in the field
of agriculture timely information on the
work in progress at the Station often
years before the completed results would
be available in printed form. It gives
the farmers a picture of Station activities and the great variety of problems
that· are under investigat ion. The editorial policy has beel'l to attempt to

with a I w level of blood phosphorus.
By feeding a high,producing cow on
nothing but pulp and alfalfa hay they
were able to produce the disea e in the
experimental cow while other cow in
the same herd but on well balanced feed
remained healthy. They obtained a
high percentage of recoveries by admin '
istering 20 to 50 grams of di,basic
sodium phosphate intravenou ly, cou'
p led with the oral administration of a
tumbler full of bone meal two or three
times a day. M any cases will respond
favorably to the bone meal treatment
alone.
It seems very probable that the con'
dition could be largely prevented by
proper feeding and by supplying grain
concentrates or bone meal during the
late pregnacy and early lactation period.
A s in the case of milk fever, which i
al 0 as ociated with calving, supple'
menting the diet with the required min'
eral may not prevent every case, but it
is of definite value in lowering the in'
cidence of the condition. Bon e meal
u pplie both the calcium required in
milk fever cases and phosphorus re'
quired for hemoglobinemia case . Be'
cau c of the acute nature of milk fever,
admi nistration of bone meal to animal
ick with the d i ease is of little value,
but in the Ie s acute h emoglobinemia,
bone meal ha definite curative value.
(Continued on page 12)

•
bring this information to the farmer in
language that he understands, though
many of the terms may be unfamiliar
to those not initiated to the agricultural
field .
That the publication has succeeded
in some measure is attested by its popu- '
larity and mailing list requests. That
there is much room for improvement is
not questioned. The editor will welcome critical suggestions on ways to
make the publication meet more nearly
the needs of those engaged in agriculture without 10 ing its identity as an
experiment station organ reporting the
results of research.
The mailing list can be further increased if there are interested farmer '
in the state whose names are not on list.
Send a card asking that your nrune be
added.
Farm and Horne Science

Turkey Brooder Death Losses Caused by Contr~llable Disease
Buying of Healthy~Poults and Br

der Sanitation Important Factors in Reducing Mortality

By MER THYR L. MINER

I

T I
almost inconc ivable that a
livestock indu try could 10 e during
the growing period a third of the ani,
mal initially purcha d and th n mak
a reasonable profit when the remaining
two,third were old a a finished prod,
uct.
f the 2 000 000 turk y poult
purcha ed last spring in Utah, only 1,350,000 were sold a matur bird and
yet the indu try made a fair r turn on
its investment.
Thi tat ment is ba ed n the findin s of a urvey of the numb r f tur'
k y and the amount and th cause of
the los in turkey in Sanpet County
durin the pa t
a on. Thi
urvey
covered the flo k of 90 percent of th
turkey rower in the county r presentin approximat ly 600,000 birds. Th
figure how that almo t 400 000 turkeys were Id ither for mark t or as
br der. Brooder 10 e av rag d 23
percent with losse in individual flock
varying from 5 to 75 perc nt. Range
10 es av ra ed 9 perc nt. It i reasonabl to a um that the
figure are
repre ntative of th
ntire tate.
Th urvey wa mad, not to determine th conomic 10 , but to find out
what di eas
ar causin th death
los e and which of th e are th mo t
"erious. With such knowledg a mor
worthwhile program of di ea e control
and of di ea e research can be in ti,
tuted.
A lance at figur 1 on brood r 10 e
will rev al that of kn wn cau ,para'
typhoid inf ction i the greatest killer
of poult. Comparing this with figure 2,
paratyphoid inf ction cau ed 30 percent
of the total 10 and this 10 occurred
in 20.5 p rcent of the flock. Likewi
pullorum disea e found in 10 percent
of the fl ck cau d 16 percent of the
10 s. The other dis a es were found in
a hi her proportion of the farm but
caus d a mall r proporti n of the total
di ase 10 .
f can iderable importanc to a can'
trol pro ram i the fact that th three
di ea es (paratyphoid infecti n, pullorum di ea e and inf ctious inu iti ) ,
which may be tran mitted through th
gg from par nt to the off pring cau ed
51 p rc nt of th brood r 10 . Add to
this the 10.5 percent cau ed by im,
proper handling in tran portation and
by omphaliti and it i found that 61.5
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Fig. 1. Relative amount of brooder death loss
of turkey poults by various di ea e Sanpete County, 1944
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IMPROPER HANDLING
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(BOWEL TROUBLE)
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Fig. 2. Relative number of flocks in which
the various turkey diseases occur, Sanpete
County 1944

percent of th 10 may b the re ult
f am th in a that ha occurred prior
to the time that the grower rec ive the
bird. Th s fact do not put the repon ibility for th heavy 10 entir ly
on the br d r and hatch r, however
for much of thi 10 may be pr vented
by th
rower through proper management practice.
Many hatcheri do very thing po '
ible to put out a di a e-frec poult
from adequat ly fed parent stock of
ood br ding. Each year more hatcheri
realiz.e that the row rare d '
manding poult which hav the ability
and chanc to grow into matur tUI'

key. Improper br edina practices, 111adequate ration of the reeding stock
par nt birds infected with a paratyphoid
inf ction, pullorum disea or infectiou
inusiti , improp r incubation, improper
and un anitary hatchin and improp r
handling of bird in tran porting from
hatchery to brooder ar th main reason for not producing a healthy dayold poult. In pite of the fact that om
hatch rie do all in th ir power and
knowledg to avoid the
thing, lip,
up occur and am di ea creep in.
If a grow r tart with a healthy,
vigor u poult, th job of ke ping the
bird h althy i relatively simpl . Thu
th fir ~bl m for a pro p ctive tur'
key produc r i ,,",0 buy poults from
hatcheri
that ar~ doing everything
th y an to produc h althy poult. It
may b impo ible for a ingle grow r
to know the poult ource, howev r, cooperativ eff rt by a gr up of grower
may be helpful in inv tigating the
bre der and hatcher from whom they
buy.
Proper housing and the proper u e
of broodin
quipment are e ential to
th h alth of th poult. The ba i of
anitary procedures i
to prevent
healthy individual from coming in contact with the infectiou agent of di ea e. It hould be realiz.ed that mo t
turk y di ea e are pread in the brooder
from infect d bird to healthy bird y
and the xumean of the droppin
dat
from the mouth and no tril .
Every thin po ible hould b done to
pr vent healthy birds fr m coming in
contact with the tran mitter of di '
ea .
Th brooder and the brooder equipment hould b thoroughly cl aned and
di :nf ct d veral week in advance of
puttin in th poult. In doing thi j b,
plenty of elbow grea pay the hi e t
dividend. All the dirt and litt r fr m
the floor wall and ceiling hould b
rem ved by brushin , scraping and
sweepin . Then calding hot lye olution (1 pound of ly and 15 allon of
wat r) should be u d to crub the fl or
and wall. M etal and la equipment
may be di infected with chlorine 01w
tion (u e tr ngth recommended b,' the
commercial preparation) aft r h in
thoroughly clean d of dirt fe d or
dropping.
5

Droppings and exudates of diseased
birds are conveyed most readily to
healthy birds through water equipment,
feeder, and litter while the poults are
being brooded, therefore, particular attention must be paid to them. Waterers
should be cleaned and disinfected once
daily and during a disease outbreak two
and three times daily to cut down spread
of disease. Feeders should be cleaned
and disinfected at least twice weekly
and oftener if necessary.
A good litter is clean, dry and aborbent. Frequent stirring of a deep
litter (2 to 3 inches) tends to keep it
dry and to hide the droppings. If areas
become wet and matted, they should be
removed and replaced with fresh litter.
Especial attention hould be given to
the litter under the feeders and waterers
to see that it does not cake. This can
be done by moving both feeders and
waterers frequently. Then as the birds
grow older feeders and waterers should
be placed on wire screen. The use of
paper to start poults is of questionable
value and usually does more harm than
good because the birds pick the droppings.
The first preventative measure that
should be taken on the arrival of the
poults from the hatchery is the examination of each bird to determine its
vigor and any abnormality. Weak birds
can easily be detected and the weakest
should be destroyed while others of
questionable vigor may be isolated from
the main flock.
The birds that ar infected with a
paratyphoid or ani m or with pullorum
disease spread the infection early in the

NEW PUBLICATION.
Bul. 315.
44 p.

Biennial report, 1942-44.

This report list
tation projects,
active, clo ed, and initiated during the
biennium; and the cooperative agreements with federal, tate, and private
agencies. It gives the organization of
the station, the location of the re earch
work, the service activitie of the station, publication i ued, the taff, and
the financial report.
This publication may be obtained
free by addressing a card to the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station and
giving series and number.

course of the disease even before they
begin to droop. If ten birds are infected, then each of the ten may infect
ten others in 24 hours and this may be
repeated ten-fold in the next 24 hours
so that within a week the greater part
of the flock is infected. Thus it is that
in most flocks having these two diseases,
the greatest death loss occurs at seven
to fourteen days of age. But if the
poults are examined on arrival, it may
be possible to detect a large percentage
of the diseased birds and thus reduce
the chances of an outbreak. Birds sick
of other causes will also be detected by
this procedure.
The removal of visibly sick birds
from the flock should be a constant
practice throughout the brooding period. At the time of a disease outbreak
this should be done several times a day.
The loss of 1 to 5 percent of the birds
through this procedure is better than a
50 percent loss later.
Another means of preventing the

Turkey poults mu t be kept in sanitary brooders such as the one pictured below, and not
crowded if mortality is to be reduced to a minimum
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spread of disease with·in the flock is to
consider each pen in a brooder coop as
a single unit. Each pen must be small
and not overcrowded and access to each
must be from a hallway not from the
adjacent pen. Birds must be so confined th~t there is no movement from
pen to pen. This is necessary to prevent the pen to pen spread of disease
for in most cases disease starts in one
or two pens and spreads to the others.
The above procedures are not only
important in the control of an outbreak
of paratyphoid infection or pullorum
disease, but they are also doubly important in the control of the spread of infectious sinusitis, hexamitiasis, and blackhead which usually occur late in the
brooding period. When infectious sinusitis is present in a flock, quite often it
is not noticed until the fourth to seventh
week, at which time it usually starts in
one pen. With proper pen arrangement
and equipment it is possible to confine
the disease to that pen.
Hexamitiasis and blackhead are diseases that are introduced into the coops
as paratyphoid infection and pullorum
disease may also be. Every effort should
be made to keep all animals, including
man, away from the birds. These include wild birds, chickens, ducks, rats,
mice, cats and dogs. Everything that
goes into the brooder, including the
caretaker's clothing and shoes, the feed,
the feed sacks, the implements and the
equipment, must be free of chicken and
turkey manure. Little is known about
the transmission of hexamitiasis, but it
is reasonable to suppose that such measures tend to prevent its introduction
into a brood.
Quite often almost an entire shipment
of turkey poults appears listless, lacks
vigor and does not eat and drink properly. In such cases the birds have
either be n improperly hatched, disease
has be n introduced in the hatching
tray or hipping box
and spread
rapidly, th birds have been chilled or
overheated or have had improper ventilation in transit, or have been en route
too long. In such cases it seems that
in spite of all that can be done a certain
percentage will die. In fact, .all that
can be done is to dispose of the sickest,
follow rigid sanitation and try every
means to coax the birds to eat. Medication in the e cases is usually valueless.
Th be t pre ention is to buy from a·
reliable hatchery that is not too distant,
r quiring only a short haul to the
brooder.
Farm and Home Science

STRAWBERRY VARIETIES
OLD AND NEW
By FRANCIS M. COE
The foUowing varietie~ of June bearing strawberries
appear worthy of trial in the intermountain district to
supplement or replace Marshall:

Starbright produces large, firm, attractive berries of highest quality. It is
a new midseason berry

T

HE profusion in which varieties
of strawberries are attractively
offered in catalogues of berry nursery'
men, old reliables competing with bril,
liant newcomers, makes the choice of
the varieties to plant a difficult one. In
the Intermountain West, the berry
grower is faced with the question of
planting M arshall, the standard straw'
berry for this region, or the newer high
quality Dorsett and Fairfax, the heavy
producing and reliable Catskill, or the
promising new early variety May time,
the attractive and high quality new
Starbright, or the new late Redstar
recently introduced by the Department
of Agriculture.
Strawberry varieties differ even more
than tree fruits in their responses to
local conditions, since siz.e and quality
and yield of fruit are markedly affected
by how thickly the runners fill in the
matted rows. Under conditions favor,
ing abundant runner production, a vari,
ety like Dorsett which sets runners free'
ly, may become too thick, with the re'
suIt that the plants are small and crowd,
ed, and bear fewer fruiting clusters and
small fruit. Under intensive conditions,
a sparse plant maker like Chesapeake
will sometimes yield heavily with a high
proportion of large fan y fruit ; under
conditions less favorable to runner pro'
duction a less abundant plant maker
like Chesapeake gives low yields, and
the more abundant plant making sorts
produce larger yields of fine berries.
Probably the best answer to this prob,
lem is to give whichever varieties are
planted intensive care to stimulate vigor
and remove excess runners after a solid
stand of plants spaced six to eight inches
apart has been obtained.
Since strawberry varieties do differ to
a marked extent in their performance
not only between districts but from
farm to farm in the same district, ac'
cording to soil and care it is probably
for March 1945

For high yields: Catskill, Brightmore, Dresden, Hebron.
For early fruit: May time, Dresden, Dorsett, Fairfax.
For midseason: Catskill, Starbright, Brightmore.
For late season fruit: Redstar, Julymorn, Hebron.
For fancy fruit of highest dessert quality: Fairfax, Starbrigqt, Redstar.

advisable for growers to continue to
plant the well, tried Marshall berry for
their main planting, until they have
fully tested the more promising newer
sorts to determine whether or not they
fit the soil climatic and cultural condi,
tions, as well as the market require'
ments of the grower. For local markets,
the M arshall may well be supplemented
with an early variety in early locations'
a late variety in late locations, and pos,
sibly special purpose varieties for freel.'
ing, canning or preserving where these
special processing demands exist. In
northern Utah, commercial freezers are
in the market for stemmed berries to
be quick froz.en for ice cream making
and for sale to wholesale preserver .

June- Bearing Varieties
Marshall: (Oregon Plum, Banner) .
Originated in M assachusetts, 1890.
High quality, large size, attractive ap'
pearance when well grown, and prefer'
ence for freezing, have made M arshall
the dominant variety on the Pacific
Coast as w~ll as in the Intermountain
states. Marshall berries are not firm
enough for shipping or truck hauling
considerable distances, and their dark
color when dead ripe is a disadvantage
as a market variety:... Yields are good
only under intensive culture, the variety
i affected more by spring frosts and
other adverse conditions than others,
and yields and quality are poor under
indifferent culture. In the variety tests
conducted from 1921 to 192 at Farm'
ington, many strawberries outyielded
Marshall, but none equalled its quality,
appearance and salability. Since that
time, however, a number of new sorts
of equal quality have been introduced
and should be thoroughly tested in com'
parison with Marshall.
Dorsett: Introduced by the Depart'
ment of Agriculture from a cross of
Howard 17 x Royal Sovereign in 1932.

An early midseason berry of high qual,
ity and attractive appearance, with
vigorous, productive, free,setting plants.
Dorsett must have the runners removed
after the desired stand has been ob,
tained in order to be productive. The
berry is no firmer than M arshall, and
is good for freezing. Some Utah grow'
ers report that Dorsett does not hold
up well in yield after the first few pick,
ings; also it is not considered as frost
resistant as Catskill and many other
varieties. With special care to space
the plants and renew from new runner
plants each year, the heavy yields of
high quality, attractive berries obtain'
able with this variety make it well
worth a thorough test.
Fairfax: Introduced by the Depart'
ment of Agriculture in 1932. A large,
firm berry of highest quality and second
early season. ' Does not make plants as
freely as Dorsett and so needs less thin'
ning; is moderately productive. Berries
are a rich red with red flesh, but color
turns dark. Removing late runners is
said to improve production. Rated high
in ice cream tests at Logan.
Catskill: Introduced in 1933 by the
New York A gricultural Experiment Sta,
tion, Cat kill has become a leading mid,
season variety in the east because of
large siz.e, attractive appearance, and
heavy yields. In Utah it appears to be
unusually reliable in bearing, standing
up under frost and other unfavorable
conditions better than most varieties.
Quality is good, but not quite as good
as Marshall, color does not darken like
Marshall, firmness about the same.
Heavy yields and long season bid fair
to make it more profitable than Mar'
shall, Fairfax, and Dorsett, and the vari,
ety warrants thorough testing by nter'
mountain growers and processors.
Dresden: First offered by the New
York Station in 1938,39, this new vari,
(Continued on page 10)
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Variety Studies Give Information on Yields and
Other Characteristics of Celery Strains
By L. H. POLLARD and F. B. WANN

I

N RECENT year the comm rcial
producti n of c I ry has incr a d
reatly in importanc in Utah. In 1944
approximta ly 200 ar were hipp d
from th tat a c mpar d with ncar
lot hipment in 1 40. Utah el ry in
n hi h in quality but in
n ral ha
many in tance lack f uniformity a
to iz,e of bunch and I n th of leaf talk
ha b en common. Many f the Utah
train a pp ar t
e quite u c ptibl
t certain disea
articularly hartburn.
In ord r to compar om of th comm nly r wn el ry varieties preliminary trial w r tart d at Farmin ton
in 1940 by th Utah Agricultural Exp riment tation. All the vari tie wer
grown 6 to
inch apart in row 20
inch
apart. Each variety wa r plicat d at least thre time.
Comparison of Yield and Quality of
Celery Varieties

After the fir t two y ars a considerabl number of unpromi ing vari ti
wa eliminated from th trial. In th
tests from 1940 t 1942 th Utah varity proved to be th b t gr en c I ry
f r pr duction in Utah. It wa uperior
to th
ther gr en varieties in ea of
blanchin and in th numb rand iz,
of the talk. How ver, not all trains
f the Utah vari ty ar equally d irable for om ar too variable in uality
and iz'e. Th Tall Utah how d up

tt r in 1942 than th
th r train .
Th
rn 11 train w r better than
Ma t rpi c in app arance and quality.
A ummary f th data 11 ct d on the
varietie rown in 1942 i pr nt d in
tabl 1.
In 1944 a mor
mpl t trial of th
mo t romi in vari
wa made and
me of th data ar pr nted in tabl
2. Fift n diff r nt Utah train wer
t ted alon with the thr oth r reen
van tl
Paler Emperor, Epicur , and
Cri pheart and train f Cornell. Th
Utah trains in g neral w r a ain b tt r
in quality and appearance. The Epicur
variety did how orne pos ibility ut
it wa more de ply ribbed and did n t
ha e a ood appearanc a the b tter
Utah strain . Th plant of Cri ph art
w re spr adin in their r wth habit
and only a few bunche w r mark table. Eight f the Utah train are
Ii t d in tabl 2.
The Cornell train a ain proved to
b the best of th elf-blanching varieti . The Corn 11 6 (E) vari ty wa
ood in quality and appearance, ut it
i not availabl comm rcially. H ow ver,
the Cornell 19 was practically as good
and i availabl fr m orne of the e d
c mpani . M a t rpi c a ain did not
hav a an attractiv bunch r a good
quality a the Cornell train. G lden
No. 14 wa n t a ood a Ma terpiec .
The data on the mo t important of
the e varietie ar pr ented in ta Ie 2.

Celery experimental plot at Farmington

Vitamin C Content of Celery Varietie

Since c I ry when at n fr h may
upply part of the di tary n d
vitamin C (ascorbic acid) it wa of In'
tere t to d t rmine if ther i any ig,
nifi ant diff r nc in the vitamin C con'
tent of variou vari tie .
n
ct ber
14 1944 plant
f el ven train of
c lery rowin in the variety t t plots
at Farmington were collected for analy,
i. The e included
n trains of
Utah two f Corn 11 and one ach f
Epicur and Pal r Emp ror. Triplicat
am pIe
f 100 ram of ach train
wer u ed in th a corbic a id d t r mination. The r ult
howed that
th r wa little diff r nc in vitamin C
cont nt f the sev ral train. Th
range f valu for all th det rminations was from 9 to 13 milli ram
f
as orbi acid per 100 ram
talks. Th avera e value for th arieti s were as follow: Utah 11.0·, C r nell 10.30, Epicur 10. 3 and Pal r
Emp ror 12.60 milligram p r 100
gram. The
fi ur
to th r with
other data
taincd 10 icat that th
green Utah talk ar
m what rich r

in itamin
than
rnell. In
th f
th
vari ti the h art ,includin th
t nd r 1 av , c ntain ab ut twice
much a corbic acid a th talk. A a
ourc
f vitamin C, cel ry c mpar
favora ly with oth r leafy vegetabl
uch a lettuce, particularly when th
harts ar con ider d. Wh n c lery i
co k d ther icon id rable 10 of vitamin C c ntent, a thi vitamin i r adily d troy d on hating.
(All a corbic acid t t w r mad by
Dr. Eth lwyn B. Wile x of the Hom
Ec
e tion.)
Sugar Content of Varieties

Th lev n cel ry train which w r
collected for itamin C determination ,
w r al u ed for a com pari on of th
ugar content. Th total ugar content
of juice expres d from the froz. n
talk \'~Ja d term in d, with the following r ult:
Variety
Utah (7 train)
Cornell (2 train)
Epicure
Paler Emperor

l.19 to 1. 3
1.64 t 1.98

--------------------------------

Table 1. Summary of weight per bunch, p rcentage of bunches over one pound
and average length of leaves f celery varieties grown in 1942
- - - - ----------Average length of leave

Variety
tah
Utah 99
Utah
Tall Utah
Utah
Cornell 10- 10
Cornell 6
Ma terpiece
Giant Pa cal
Epicure

Total

in h

per ent
64.6
62.7
71.4
80.1
64.5
70.7
5 .7
76.5
54.1
72.9

7.12
8.02
7.98
7.23
7.14
7.16
6.95
6.96
10.28
7.46

inche
19.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
19.9
18.9
18. 1
20.3
23.2
20.7

Table 2. Summary of weight per bunch, percentage f bunche over one pound
and av rage length of leav
f celery varieties grown in 1944

Variety
Utah*
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Utah
Cornell 6 (6)
Cornell 6 (E)
Cornell (19)
Cornell U. o. 2
Paler Emperor
~icure

a terpiece

Bunche
over lib.

A erage wt.
per bunch

percent
77.8
7 .3
62.3
77.6
76.3
70.1
76.3
52.2
62.4
78.7
71.
72.2
60 .8
75.1
69.2

pound
1.70
1. 0
1.55
1.4
1.49
1.29
1.53
1.14
1.41
1.74
1.61
1.41
1.43
1.41
1.4

train will be given on reque t

for March 1945

in he
8.
9.5
9.5
9.6
.7
9.1
8.5
8.4
9.3
8.2
8.9
9.0
9.0
9.2
7.9

in he
22.1
22.2
22.5
23.0
21.3
21.1
21.7
20.7
21.7
21.7
21.0
19.7
21.2
21.8
21.1

Heart-burn-initial tage of rot

The high t su ar cont nt wa fund
in th Corn 11 6 (6) train (1.9 P r nt) and on the average th Corn 11
strain had mor u ar in th juic than
th oth r varieti . Th r did not app ar t
any c rr lation between th
ugar
nt nt of th
train and th
vitamin C (a c rbic acid ) content.
Th total ugar c nt nt of the juic
of Utah and Corn 11 plant sampl d at
fiv diff rent date in 1944 i iv n in
tabl 3. The e data how that th tw
Varletl are imilar in ugar cont nt of
juice in th earli r ta e f gr wth but
a th plant rea h maturity th
rn 11
variety appear to accumulate more
u ar than th Utah. Thi wa tru for
all parts f the plant analyz.ed. It will
b ob rv d that there wa a rather c ni tent in r a in th ugar c ntent in
both varietie up t mid- ctob r b yond which ther wa little change. The
re ult ugg t that at lea t 0 far as
u ar content i conc rned, Octo er 14
would hav b n ju t a favorable a
ctob r 25.
date for harv tin a
The su ar content of th stalk i n
doubt one of a c n iderable number of
factors which contri utes to the quality
n th a i
and palatability of c 1 ry.
of th determinati n r p rt d above it
w uld app ar that th
If-blanching
Corn 11 train are at lea t a we t or
probably sweeter than the Utah strains.
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Another factor which may be of sig,
nificance in this connection is the fact
that Cornell strains have a somewhat
higher water content in the stalks. Mas'
terpiece was highest in the sugar con'
tent of all the varieties tested, but other
characteristics of this variety, such as
smaller bunch size, shorter leaf stalk,
and high susceptibility to heart,burn,
place it at a disadvantage when com'
pared with Cornell. Of the other vari,
eties analyzed, Epicure appeared to be
on a par with the average Utah strains
but both Pascal and Paler Emperor
were quite low in sugar content.
Varietal Susceptibility to Heart-Burn

Heart,burn is a physiological break,
down of young leaf tissue resulting in
a scorched appearance of the leaf tip
of the heart. This maybe followed by
a secondary rotting which may destroy
the major portion of the heart, as shown
in the accompanying illustration . The
cause of the primary break,down is un'
known though it seems likely that cer'
tain climatic conditions, particularly
temperature and water relations, may
be largely responsible. Since the season
of 1940, when 30 to 50 percent of the
plants in many of the commercial fields
near Salt Lake City were affected with
heart,burn, there has been relatively
little complaint about this disease.

•
STRAWBERRY VARIETIES
(Continued from page 7)

ety has not been as widely tried in Utah
as Dorsett, Fairfax, and Catskill, but
preliminary tests made in Cache Valley
mark it as promising enough for inclu,
sion in tests by Intermountain growers.
An early variety of Marshall type,
Dresden appears a very heavy bearer,
good plant maker, good size, attractive
appearance, and high quality, differing
from Marshall in being more tart. Be'
cause of its higher acidity, it appears
especially promising for freezing, pre'
serving, and jam making, but may be
too tart for a fresh market accustomed
to the sweeter Marshall.
Maytime: Introduced by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture in 1941, this
is said to be the earliest strawberry of
all, and looks promising to precede Mar'
shall and other berries on the market.
It should be especially promising in
early locations, on south and west
slopes, warm gravelly or on stony up'
land soils in early sections. The long
conic, orange red berries are of good
10

Table 3. Sugar content of juice of Utah and Cornell strains of celery
sampled at five different dates, 1944
Material
Utah
Cornell
Cornell
Utah
Cornell
Utah
Cornell

Percent sugar in juice at dates indicated
Aug. 3
0.72
0.64

talks
stalks
hearts
hearts
heart
leaves
leaves

0.61
0.56

Sept. 8
1.16
1.19
0.96
0.90
0.96
0.86
0.76

Sept. 23
1.07
1.64
0.83
0.47
0.83
0.52
0.96

Oct. 14
1.52*
1.81 **

Oct. 25
l.47
1.80
1.52
1.19
1.52
1.01
1.44

*Average of seven strains

** Average of two strains

Celery varieties appear to. vary con'
siderably with respect to their suscepti,
bility to heart,burn. From observations
on the Farmington variety plots during
the past four years, it is apparent that
most of the Utah strains are quite sus'
ceptible whereas the Pascal varieties
have been quite free of the disease.
Most of the self,blanching types, and
particularly the Cornell strains, seem
to have fewer heart,burn plants than
the Utah strains, though this is not true
of Masterpiece, which had the highest
percentage of diseased plants in all vari,
eties in two of the four years observed.
Since the cause of heart,burn is un'
known, no recommendation for control
can be given. However, observations in
Utah and elsewhere indicate that the
disease is associated with such environ'

•

size, attractive appearance, and good
quality. They would probably be good
for freeZing and preserving as well as
for local market.
Starbright: A fancy new midseason
berry introdueed by the Department of
Agriculture from a cross of Chesapeake
x Fairfax. Berries are large, firm, at'
tractive, and of highest quality. Plants
are vigorous, but only medium in plant
making and yielding ability. Probably
should be given intensive culture, closer
planting, and tested for special fancy
market trade.
Brightmore: Introduced from the De'
partment of Agriculture breeding work
at Corvallis, Oregon. Reported as vigor'
ous and high yielding in Oregon and
Washington tests, uniform in shape,
with remarkable brightness and gloss,
firm,fleshed, medium red, well adapted
for freezing and preserving, but not as
highly flavored as Marshall.
New Late Varieties

Late varieties are promising for plant'
ing in later districts to extend the straw'
berry season. Moisture,retentive loam

mental factors as prolonged high tem,
perature, high humidity or both, or
with high temperature and excessive
soil moisture. Moreover the disease ap'
pears to be more severe on vigorous
plants nearing maturity than on younger
plants or on those growing less vigor'
ously. It might be suggested therefore
that during the latter part of the grow,
ing season when high temperature and
drought conditions are apt to prevail
in Utah, that particular attention be
paid to the irrigation of celery· that
where possible more frequent but
lighter irrigation be given in place of
less frequent heavy watering and that
excessive accumulations of water in
lower areas or at the ends of the rows
be avoided.

•

soils, north slopes, mulching, and heavy
fertilizations with nitrogen fertilizer or
manure will make the crop even later.
Redstar: A late variety of Chesa,
peake quality recently introduced by the
Department of Agriculture, this variety
appears promising for late districts and
locations. Season is ten or more days
later than Catskill and Dresden. Berries
are large, attractive, :firm, and of good
quality. Plants are vigorous, but appear
only moderate in plant making and
yielding ability.
Julymorn: Introduced by the New
Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,
this late season variety is described as
tart, :firm, dark, red center, fair plant
maker, plants very productive, one of
best for slicing.
Hebron: A new high'yielding late
variety produced by the Connecticut
Experiment Station.
Described as
bright, light color, with dark green
caps.

•

Three varieties of strawberries, the Wilson,
Crescent, and Sharpless dominated American
strawberry growing in the period after the
Civil War up to 1895.
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Promising Varieties of Sweet Corn for Utah
New Hybrids Found Superior to Many Old Standard Varieties
By LEONARD H. POLLARD and ETHELWYN B. WILCOX

T

HERE has been a
is used, this loss is re'
great improvement
duced. The freezing and
of sweet corn vanetles
canning processes resulted
during the last few years
in practically no loss of
mainly as a result of th
carotene.
production of hybrids.
VarIeties maturing at
Some of these are out'
each harvesting date were
standing in performance
compared and the data of
those showing the high,
whereas others are not so
good under Utah condi,
est quality for each re'
spective period are pre'
tions. In order to select
sented in table 1. The
those varieties that are
most suitable for Utah
following varieties listed
conditions, trials were
in order of maturity
conducted at Farmington
scored highest in most of
over a period of several
the tests. Spancross, Mar'
years using fifty varieties.
cross, Seneca Golden, Lin'
From this number twenty
coIn, Golden Cross Ban'
Committee of unbiased tasters scoring corn varieties for quality. The authors
of the better varieties
tam, Illinois Hybrid No.
are in the foreground, Dr. Wilcox on the left, and Dr. Pollard on the right.
Others in the picture are David A. Burgoyne, executive secretary of the
were studied more exten'
10, Ioana, Illinois Hybrid
Station, Dr. Hazel Stevens o£ the Home Economics staff, Leslie Hawthorn,
sively in 1943.
No. 11, and Aristogold.
U. S. Department of Agriculture cooperator in vegetable crops, and Mrs.
The plantings were
Spancross and Mar'
Almeda P. Brown dean of the School of Home Economics
made on May 15. Data
cross were the earliest
were taken on time of harvest, yield, fresh corn ranged from 16.6 to 26.5 mg. maturing varieties. The yield of Mar'
earworm damage, shelling percentage, per 100 grams and the carotene content cross was slightly lower but the shelling
ascorbic acid and carotene content and from 0.012 to 0.167 mg. per 100 grams. percentage was higher. In general the
The lowest variety in carotene value two varieties were nearly the same, but
general quality appraisals.
The length of time between harvest, was a white one. The loss of ascorbic Spancross had a better yield and was
ing and processing did not exceed one acid content from blanching varied higher in vitamin content.
The next variety, in order of matur'
hour. The corn was blanched on the from 23.4 to 53.8 percent. Washing
cob in steam for two and a half minutes, the blanched corn in preparation for ity, Seneca Golden, was far better than
cooled in running water, cut from the freezing or canning resulted in a further the other varieties maturing at that
cob in a corn cutter, and washed so as loss of ascorbic acid which averaged 7.5 time.
Lincoln and Golden Cross Bantam
to leave the whole kernels. Samples percent. An additional loss of ascorbic
from each variety were canned, frozen, acid during the freezing process aver' are good both from the standpoint of
and analyzed six to nine months later aged 13.5 percent and during canning, yield and vitamin content. Normally
for vitamin content and scored after 25.8 percent. However, the loss in can' Lincoln matured two or three days ear'
ning was calculated on the solid por, lier than Golden Cross Bantam.
cooking by unbiased tasters.
Illinois Hybrid No. 10 was slightly
The ascorbic acid content of the tion. If the liquid on the canned corn
Table 1. Selected data on most promising sweet corn varieties grown in test plots at Farmington, 1943
(Ascorbic acid and carotene values are reported in mg. per 100 gm.)

Varieties

Spancross
Marcross
Seneca Golden
Lincoln
Golden Cross Bantam
Illinois Hybrid No. 10
Ioana
Illinois Hybrid No. 11
Aristogold

Date of
harvest

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

4
5
9
16
16
19
19
23
23

Fresh
Side
damage
from Ascorbic Caro'
tene
earworm
acid

Yield of
husked
ears

Shell,
ing

pounds

percent

percent

17.1
14.1
20.3
23.4
21.8
27.8
51.3
55.1

36.2
41.8
52.3
51.2
49.8
47.2
51.3
55.1
56.3

19.8
21.3
28.1
22.3
39.7
20.4
23.9
39.4
47.7

Canned

Frozen

Score

Ascorbic acid
Ascorbic Caro'
tene
acid

Solid Liquid
portion

Caro'
tene

Frozen Canned

mg. per 100 gm.

23.4
16.6
19.8
26.5
26.0
22.2
22.2
21.0
22.2

0.040
0.062
0.056
0.044
0.054
0.074
0.076
0.069

7.1
8.1
7.4
5.9
5.6
9.0
8.7
7.0
9.3

0.078
0.044
0.080
0.066
0.048
0.054
0.058
0.070
0.052

4.9
4.7
4.5
4.2
5.4
6.3
5.0
4.5
4.9

1.4
1.9
2.1
2.0
1.0
3.3
1.8
2.5
2.4

0.072
0.054
0.080
0.070
0.054
0.040
0.066
0.076
0.062

24.2
24.2
21.3
25.0
20.7
23.3
23.6
24.8
26.8

19.0
21.8
21.3
19.8
23.7
21.8
21.0
20.1

Yield based on 1/280 acre.
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better in appearance than Ioana. The
yield, quality and vitamin content were
approximately the same for both ,::arieties.
Illinois Hybrid No. 11 and Aristogold rated high in yield and quality.
However, the percentage of side damage from earworm was higher for Aristogold than for the other varieties. Illinois Hybrid No. 10 was better appearing than Illinois Hybrid No. 11.
For the grower who desires to have
corn during ·the entire season, it is advisable to plant an early, midseason,
and late kind at the same time in the
spring. A planting two or three weeks
later of a midseason and late variety
followed by a planting of Ioana and
a midseason variety as late as the middle
of June or the first of July, should provide fresh corn from the end of July
to the end of September.
From the studies on sweet corn it
appears that there are many inferior
varieties. Growers who wish to produce high quality corn in Utah will
get the best results with the varieties
recommended in thi paper.

•
RED-WATER DISEASE
(Continued from page 4)

In diagnosing conditions in dairy cattle in which "red-water" is an outstanding ymptom, care should be taken to
differentiate the nutritional type of the
disease from one caused by bacteria.
Any case which shows bleeding from
any of the natural body openings or
which is characterized by hemorrhages
and sudden death should be handled
with extreme caution and a laboratory
examination made for anthrax or bacillary (bacteria-caused) hemoglobinuria.
It should be remembered that the nutritional hemoglobinemia occurs within a
definite period after calving, while diseases caused by bacteria ma y occur
within the same period or at any other
time. There is no danger of the nutritional diseases being transmitted from
one animal to another. Both of the
other two diseases mentioned are highly
contageous, may infect man, and have
both been diagnosed in Utah in 1944.

•

Replacing Carl Frischknecht in the Poultry
Department is Dr. Carroll I. Draper, graduate of Utah State and Iowa State College and
having served on the staff of the State Col·
lege of Washington and the University of
Hawaii. Professor Frischknecht has accepted
a position as senior marketing specialist with
the War Food Administration and is now
stationed in Washington, D. C.
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TURKEY PRODUCTION
(Continued from page 3)

pocket costs. This results in rapid response of production to price fluctuations. Each producer would do well to
prepare a careful budget of his probable
production before purchasing his poults.
With known requirements for feed, labor, poults, etc., it is a simple matter
to balance estimated costs against probable receipts. The biggest question is
the probable mortality. This varied in
1942 from less than ten percent to over
fifty percent for some of the lesi fortunate producers.
Factors Affecting Financial Success

The more important factors affecting
efficiency and financial success of the
turkey enterprise were mortality the
cost of feed, size of the flock, weight
of the bird produced, the grade of the
birds marketed and the quantity of feed
required to produce a turkey.
When the flocks of the state were
analyzed to determine the relationship
of the size of the flocks to the profits
from production, it was found that the
larger producers were more efficient in
the use of labor, were able to purchase
feed at lower cost per hundredweight,
and were able to distribute their overhead costs over more birds. However,
because of their inability to give detailed attention to the birds in the
brooder and on the range, mortality was
considerably heavier in the larger flocks
even though they were handled by producers of long experience. The increase
in mortality for large flocks just about
Ta~le 1.

offset the economies or advantages they
had in lower costs of production, therefore the prqfit per pound of turkey produced was about the same regardless of
the size of the flock and the total of
the entire enterprise in proportion to
the number of birds produced.
The average size of flocks included
in the study was 2,757 birds raised with
a mortality of 27.2 percent, a profit of
$1.66 per bird and a total profit above
the cost of the operator's labor and interest on his own money of $4,811,
which was considerably higher than the
average return from comparative enterprise throughout the state.
As would be expected, producers who
were able to limit mortality in their
flocks were making the most economic
production. One-third of the producers
included in this study had a mortality
of only twelve percent and a profit per
turkey raised of $2.03. Those with tho
high mortality average, forty-one per ..
cent per flock, made a profit of only
$1.50 per bird. Some factors that are
responsible for differences in mortality
were years of experience that the oper ..
ator had had in raising turkeys, the type
of ration used- for those feeding a heavier proportion of mash were suffering
lighter losses- and other additional fac tors relating to mortality, particularly
the difference in space allowed per bird.
The heavy pressure for poults led many
producers, particularly those inexperienced in producing turkeys, to crowd
too many turkeys in the brooder.

Relation of factors affecting earnings and cost of production
of turkeys in Utah, 1942
16 least
profitable
flocks*

16 most
profitable
flocks*

Turkeys purchased
no.
Turkeys raised
no.
Weight of birds marketed
pounds
Age at market
day
Feed fed per bird
pound
Feed fed per pound turkey produced
pound
Market grade
percent prime (A grade)
Mortality in brooder
percent
Mortality after brooding
percent
Labor required per turkey raised
hours
Feed cost per cwt.
dollars
Total enterprise profit
dollars

3673
2420
15.8
213
110
6.97
59
23.1
14.3
1.55
2.21
2457

3958
3063
18.1
221
111
6.13
75
16.2
7.7
l.28
1.86
7508

3655
2661
17.2
219
114
6.59
70
18.7
10.5
l.41
2.00
4811

Cost and profit per turkey raised
Feed
Poult
Others

dollars
dollar
dollars

2.43
0.79
0.93

2.07
0.68
0.82

2.28
0.72
0.88

Total cost
Receipts

dollars
dollars

4.15
5.16

3.57
6.02

3.89
5.69

Profit

dollars

1.01

2.45

1.81

Unit

Average
of 49
flocks

*Sorted on basis of profit per pound of turkey produced

Farm and Home Science

Wherea th Poultry Section of the
tation recommends three,fourth to
one foot per poult put in the brooder,
many of th operator allow dies than
on ,half a foot and consequently uf,
fer d heavier 10 ses.
Th mortality in flocks cannot alway
e attributed to th manag ment given
by the operator for mortality i dep nd,
ent on the in her nt quality of the
poults, the vigor and vitality of the
bird as well a th car and feed giv n
throughout the lif of the bird. Many
rowers complained of receiving bird
of low vitality particularly tho e who
purchased p ult for th lat market.
At th pre ent time 3 to 90 percent
of all turkeys rais d in Utah are pur,
cha ed a day old poult from hatch,
ries outside the boundaries of the tate.
Thi make it xtremely difficult for
local produc r to control th quality
of the poult which
into their brood,
ing hou e and, ina much a th se
p ult are shipped sometim s for di '
tance of a thou and mile, it is quite
appar nt that their vitality is reduced
in transit, which sometime takes up to
two days. The Utah Pullorum Testing
Law has done much to improve the
uality of the poults that come into the
stat, but Utah producers will never
be sati fied with the quality of their
poult until they can contr I their
urc th m lve and th r i n in'
urm unta 1 difficulty which make
the practic
f producin their own
poults impo sible. Som producers and
agenci in the state have adopted the
p licy of producing their own poults
and they ar unanimou in their ap'
proval of thi practice.
Cost of Feed

The cost of the feed is one of the
most important factors influencing re'
turns from production and is one of
the most varied items encountered in
the tudy. The range in the cost of
feed p r hundredw ight wa
from
$l.73 to $2.70. When one'third f the
produ ers purchasing feeds at the low,
e t co t were compared with those buy,
ing feed of high co t it was found that
ther was a difference of ninety c nts
profit p r bird in favor of producers
buyin the lower cost feeds. Birds pro'
duced n lower cost fe d were heavier,
raded hi her, uffered Ie m rtality,
and old for higher prices per bird. It
hould n t be inferred from the data
that th high 'priced feed were actually
I
desirable, for it is quite likely that
the practice followed in the use of
for March 1945

Utah produces enough turkey meat to supply each ervice man in the armed forces with two
pounds. Here government inspectors examine a ca e of Utah turkey

feed
f varyin co t w r r ponsibl
for some of the differences obtain d
from the various feeds. For exam pi
produc rs buying low co t fe ds kept
their bird an average of two weeks
longer, which i a sociated with better
fini h to th birds and they also fed
a higher portion of ration consisting of
mash, the mo t costly feed in the ration.
Analy is of flocks on the basi of
source of mash show that producers
who mixed their own mash produced
turkey with a lower cost and with a
great r profit than with rna hes ob,
tained from any of the commercial com'
panies and there wa an inverse rela'
tionship between the cost paid for mash
and the pr fit obtained by the operator.
Producer in Sanpete County pro'
duced heavier birds with a lower cost
than producers in the other parts of
the state which were studied. This i
primarily a result of their own organ'
ization, a cooperative feed and process'
ing plant, which erv the produc r at
co t and mak
it possible f r th m,
even though they are in an ar a far
removed from urplus feed, to realize

e onomie in fe d by buyin in bulk
and savin middleman's co t for 11in
the fe d .
A tatistical summary of the factors
affecting financial ucce in turkey pro'
duction is gi n in tabl 1. The e data
are for the 49 producer who br oded
their own p ult and, as a group, w re
more profitable than the 19 producer
who depended entirely or in part on
commercial brooder or other tnrkey
producers for tarted poult, that i,
poults from 5 to
week of age. The
more profitable producer rai ed 643
more poults per flocks than the I a t
profitable, but they tart d with Ie
than 300 mor poult at th tim of
brooding. The more profitable produc,
tion wa as ociat d with the h avie t
bird , lowest mortality Ie s xpen iv
feeds and hi he t market rade. Any
one of these factors may be the ne
limiting ucces ful operation.
It i hoped that this tudy and th
data will prove helpful to the turk y
rower f the tate in making possible
an analysi f th ucce of their indi,
vidual operation.
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OR centuries scholars have been
concerned with the source or
sources of our criminal offenders. Re'
peatedly the query has been placed:
"Whence criminals?" This question has
led investigators into many realms. The
earliest thinkers on the subject held that
undue numbers of criminals came from
the ranks of the depraved and those
motivated by the devil. Later research
turned to the feeble,minded, the insane,
orphans, alcoholics, drug addicts, and
"only" children.
Studies of Place of Residence of
Offenders

One line of research centered on the
place of residence of the law violator.
Attacks on the problem were made
from many angles. Some related the
amount of crime in an area to social
conditions there. Others correlated it
with the number of people residing in
a region. Still others were convinced
that rural residents offended less than
urban dwellers and consequently crime
totals would depend on the proportions
of each type of residence in a given
territory. In many large cities offenders
were found to reside in undue numbers
near the center of the city. Scattered
studies of smaller towns and cities, how,
ever, showed their offenders to be con'
gregated on the periphery of the com'
munity.
Because there is great need for fur'
ther rural crime studies and because
rural residence types in Utah are some'
what unique, the Rural Sociology Sec'
tion of the Utah Agricultural Experi,
ment Station decided to seek an answer
to the query "Where do Utah's rural
offenders live?"
Plan of Utah Study

Rural residents of Utah can be classi,
fied int four rather distinct groups:
farm,dwellers, village' farmers, edge'of,
village,farmers and non,farmers. The
farm dwellers are farmers who live on
their farms outside the village cluster.
The village' farmers live within the vil,
lage but their farms are located outside
the blocked area and they drive to and
from them regularly. The edge'of'vil,
lage,farmers live on the periphery of the
village and their farm acres connect
directly with the home and extend out'
ward. The non,farmers are the various
business, professional, skilled and un'
skilled workers who live in rural terri,
tory but do not farm.
With clear,cut definitions made of
these four Utah rural types, research
14

WHERE DO UTAH'S RURAL OFFENDERS LIVE?
Fanners Living on Periphery of Village Found to Have Highest Offense Rate
By JOSEPH N. SYMONS

Table 1. Composite offense rates for the residence types of sex,
all offenses, for all ages
Male

Residence type

Edge'of'village farmer
Non,farmer
Farm,dweller
V illage,far mer

No.
offenses

Rate per
1000

No.
offense

708
4,997
2,082
1,141

151. 7
79.2
46.0
40.9

128
1,127
476
246

.

workers classified accordingly all the
residents of six of Utah's counties (Box
Elder, Garfield, Grand, Piute, Sevier
and Weber), as of 1935. On the basis
of these data, upon which to calculate
an offense rate, the writer copied the
names of all violators on any record for
these same six counties and for a six
year period (1932,37). Over 28,000
names (including urban) resulted, and
rates were figured from them.
Findings

The rate findings of the study were
viewed from several different angles. In
every instance the edge'of'village,farm
males showed the highest offense rates.
In only two instances (juvenile offenses
- age 0,17, and the 10,29 age group)
did other females (the non,farm) show
a higher rate than edge'of'village,farm
females. The major comparisons made
for both sexes and all types were: (1)
unofficial truancy, both for the complete
school group (age 6,17) and the lower
grades (ages 6,14), (2) juvenile offenses
(age 0,11), (3) adult offenses (age 18
years and over and the 18,29 age
grou p), (4) composite picture (all ages
- all offenses), and (5) the 10,29 age
group (for all but unofficial truancies).
Non,farm males had the second highest
rate throughout and farm,dwellers had
third place in all but "juvenile offenses"
and the "10,29 age group". Farm
dweller females were in third place uni,
formly, while fourth place or lowest
rate position was held in every instance
by village,farm females (table 1).
Conclusions and Recommendations

In answer to the question "Where
do Utah's rural offenders live?" the
writer concludes from the study that:
(1) Farmers residing and farming on
town and village peripheries have the
highest offense rates. (2) No rural resi,

Female
Rate per
1000

29.0
18.1
11.7
9.9

dence type is free from law violations
and no two types show uniform rates.
(3) Residents out on farms (farm'
dwellers) contrary to the opinions of
many, do not uniformly show the low,
est offense rates. The better record is
held by village' farmers. (4) Non,farm
residents, although rural, show crime
rates greatly differing from those of
their farm neighbors. (5) Offenders in
rural territory, like those in urban con'
centrations, are not uniformly distrib,
uted over the countryside or civil juris,
diction.
From this study certain recommenda ,
tions emerge:
Further study is suggested on the
subject of "why" periphery offense
rates are high. Such efforts might lead
to: (1) Evaluation of original village
settlement plans in Utah and their re'
suIts. (2) Evolutionary processes in
village life, such as direct or indirect
4oning, which might have been disor'
gani~ing to those who live on the edge
of communities. (3) Supplementary
pursuits of the edge,of'village,farmer,
as compared with those of the other
farm types. Also where this type goes
for recreation.
Further tudy of the offense rates of
rural non,farmers within the village
versus those on the periphery also seems
justified.

•

Dr. Louis L. Madsen, senior nutritionist
with the U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry
stationed at BellsvilIe, Maryland, has been
appointed to head the animal husbandry
work. Dr. Madsen is a native of the state
and a graduate of the College. He took his
Ph.D. at Cornell University and then worked
there for the National Research Council, also
at the University of Michigan on problems
relating to range farm animals.

•

Another new member of the animal husbandry section is Dr. Lorin E. Harris, now
at Cornell University. Dr. Harris received
his Ph.D. at the University of I1Iinois and
has been on the staff of Alabama Polytechnic
Institute and the University of Hawaii.

Farm and Home Science

THE AUTHORS
Drs. H. B. Peterson and D. W. Thorne
are both members of the Agronomy and SQils
Section of the Station staff, and are con'
ducting tests in various parts of the state on
fertilizer requirements of different crops. This
i the third year that they have been in
charge of working out fertilizer recommenda'
tion for the state.
Dee A. Broadbent, research a si tant pro'
fes or of agricultural economic, is e pecially
intere ted in the economic problem con'
nected with livestock production. The turkey
tudy wa made in re pon e to the requests
of many growers.
Dr. M. L. Miner ha charge of the Veter'
inary Laboratory at Provo. He has pecial,
ized in poultry di eases. This i his first
article to appear in Farm and Home Science.
A companion article on disea e of turkeys
on the range will appear in a later is ue .
Dr. Miner is a graduate of Utah State and
took his veterinary degree at Iowa State Col,
lege. He wa on the taff at Michigan State
College before joining the staff here.
Dr. L. H. Pollard, head of the Department
of Vegetable Crop ,ha two articles in this
issue, one on corn varieties and one on celery.
Dr. Ethelwrn B. Wilcox, research as istant
professor 0 home economics, is joint author
on the article on corn varieties. She has had
charge of the vitamin tests on the different
varieties. The celery article wa written joint'
ly with Dr. F. B. Wann, a ociate re earch
profe or of botany and plant pathology, who
has been studying celery di ease.

Professor F. M. Coe's article make u
wish that we all had a small patch of straw'
berries in our back yard. The ineffectiveness
of black and white to portray strawberrie
makes us wish we could afford to use color.
Profes or Coe is head of the Horticulture
Section of the Station.
Professor J. N. Symons of the Rural Soci,
ology Section completed his requirements for
the doctor of philosophy degree from the
University of Chicago last June. For his
thesis problem he studied rural crime in
Utah. The article in this is ue reports a part
of that study.
Dr. Charles W. Riggs ha been acting head
of the Section of Veterinary Science ince
Dr. D. E. Mad en re igned in 1944.

•

Old canes can be cut out ' of raspberries,
blackcaps, blackberries, and dewberries any
time now, but it is better to delay heading
back until the extent of winter-killing can
be seen, and the canes cut back to live wood.
Gooseberries and currants are hardy and can
be pruned any time while dormant. Grapes
are best pruned in February or March, to
avoid the bleeding they do when pruned late
after buds are sweUing.

•

Large branches of fruit and shade trees
should be cut off only when necessary, and
then with the skill of the tree surgeon. Cuts
should be made dose and parallel to the trunk
or remaining branch. Large branches which
will faU before completely cut through, tearing the bark away and leaving an ugly wound,
should be undercut a third of the way through
the branch before starting the main cut.

•

PRUNING HINTS
Dormant pruning in late winter and early
spring before the leaves appear is best for
all kinds of fruit, shade and foliage trees,
vines, and shrubs. Hardy kinds, such as shade
trees, apples, pears, prunes and sour cherries,
can be pruned during mild periods any time
after the leaves fal1. Peaches, sweet cherries,
apricots and Japanese plums, however, should
not be pruned until after February 20th in
the Salt Lake and Utah vaUeys, and March
1st in colder upper vaUeys, on account of
danger of greater winter injury if zero
weather occurs after pruning. Some years
the coldest weather occurs in late February,
so it is best to play safe and prune hardier
trees-apples, pears, sour cherries, prunes,
and Concord grapes-first.

Everbearing strawberries planted early in
spring and given good care, wil1 bear a crop
of berries from August to frost the first year,
as wel1 as a spring crop the foUowing year.
They may weU make up part of every home
strawberry bed. Rockhill and Twentieth Century are the leading everbearers in the west.
Green Mountain and Gemzata are newer
varieties.

•

For early strawberries, south and southwest slopes, sandy, stony, or graveUy soils,
and early varieties are desirable; for late berries, day or silt loam soils, north or east
slopes, mulching, heavy nitrogen fertilization,
and late varieties cause late ripening of the
fruit.

RECOMMENDED FERTILIZER PRACTICES FOR 1945
(Continued from page])

No farm manure and Farm manure applied
light colored soils
Crop
Sugar beet

Fertilizer Lbs.! Acre

6,30,0
0,43,0
20,0,0

Alfalfa and clover

250
or

0,18,0

0,43,0

150
or

150

0,18,0

200

0,43,0*

400

0,18,0

300

and

0,43,0
or

Sugge ted practice

Fertilizer Lbs.! Acre

200
or

400

Apply fertilizer broadca t and harrow into eedbed ju t before
planting. If eed drill with fertilizer attachment is available, drill
about 75 Ib . of 0,43,0 per acre. If fertilizer is dropped with seed
do not use any nitrogen in fertilizer drill. Side dre ing of ammo'
nium ulfate hould be applied before fir t irrigation .
New plantings: Apply phosphate fertilizer with plow attachment,
or broadcast on eedbed and harrow in ju t before planting.
Old stand: Apply fertilizer broadca t in early spring and harrow
into oil; or, drill into oil with grain drill having a fertilizer attach,
ment.
New plantings: Apply fertilizer broadca t and harrow into eedbed
just before planting .

Irrigated pasture

16,20,0

300

0,43,0

200

300

0,18,0

400

400

20,0,0

or

10,20,0

Sugar beet eed

20,0,0
and

(Wa hington County)

0,43,0

(Northern valley)

20,0,0

300

0,43,0

300

20,0,0

and

0,43,0
Vegetable seed
Annual
Biennial

10,20,0

200

0,43,0

300

0,43,0

200
and

400
or

400

200

0,43,0
20,0,0

Apply 150 to 200 Ib . 0,43,0 by broadcasting and harrowing into
seedbed before planting. Fifty Ib . may be drilled with seed. Apply
100 lbs. 20,0,0 as a side dres ing in fall as soon a beets are large
enough and apply 100 to 300 Ib . a a ide dre sing in spring. Le
nitrogen i needed where manure i applied.

250

300

10,20,0
16,20,0

250

or

or

16,20,0

300
and

Old pastures: Apply fertilizer broadca t in early pring. Apply
phosphate every third year. To encourage early gra s growth apply
200 lb . 20,0,0 per acre in early pring . Nitrogen fertilizer applica'
tion in mid ummer will improve late pa ture. Manure applied in
early spring benefits gra throughout ummer.

200
and

100

Annual: Apply broadcast and harrow into seedbed, or drill to side
of row at planting time. If cultivator fertilizer attachment i avail,
able, the fertilizer can be applied at econd cultivation .
Biennial: Apply phosphate in fall before eeding. Side dre with
20,0,0 the following pring. On unmanured land half of fertilizer
should be applied in pring a ide dre sing.

manure than legume hay crops; it i , therefore, recommended that manure be put on row crop

for March 1945
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No farm manure an d Farm manure applied
light colored soil
Crop
Bean , d ried
Bea n , snap

Fertilizer Lb ./A cre
6,30,0

25'0

ugge ted practice

Fertilizer Lb ./Acre
0,43,0

150

It i generally preferable to apply th e fertilizer with an attachment
to the planter at eedin g time, or ide d re the plant about the
time of the econd cultivation. If equipment i not available, broad ,
ca t fertilizer and harrow into eedbed ju t before plantin g.

or
Bea n , lima
Carrot
P otatoe
T omatoe
P ea

11,48,0

150

Cabbage
Onion

10,20,0
6,30,0

300
300

0,43,0
6,30,0

150
15'0

Sweet corn
Lettuce
Wide paced celery

11, 48,0
16,20,0
10,20,0
10,20,0

200
200
300
200

0,43,0
6,30,0
0,43,0

15'0
15' 0
150

Cl o ed paced celery

16,20,0

200

0, 43 ,0

150

300

20,0,0

or

an d
20,0,0
Peache , apricot
P ear, plu m, p rune
ou r cherrie
A pple, weet cherrie
Berrie

20,0,0
20,0,0
20,0,0

an d

3 Ib . per
beari ng
None
tree
5 Ib . per None
beari ng tree
300

Apply a above.

0,20,0

300

N one
None

Apply 16,20,0 or 0,43,0 broadca t an d harrow into eedbed ju t
before planting. Side dre with 20,0,0, 100 Ib . per acre at three
di fferent time at two week interval, beginning about A ugu t 1 in
northern Utah. A hand pu he d d rill uch a a Planit J unior can be
u ed if larger equipment i not available.
A pply fertili zer at early bloom tage by broadca tin and di kin
in to oil or drillin g in band between row . For tree that are not
mature proportionately maHer application hould be made.
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